When it comes to material handling and storage systems.

He’s a man with a plan

Steel King Engineered Material Handling Systems
Total efficiency

Lower operating costs, better space utilization, improved order accuracy, faster throughput...the right warehouse system can make it happen.

A Steel King Engineered System is a total approach to the optimum warehouse operation for your company. Rather than a dissonant assortment of equipment from a multitude of independent suppliers, Steel King engineered systems give you a comprehensive, integrated material storage and handling solution. Each component fits within a total material management plan designed to meet your specific operational objectives and unique application.

The result?

Total efficiency.
Total commitment

Steel King starts by bringing nearly 30 years of system innovation and expertise to the challenge...listening carefully to your objectives, analyzing your needs and applying a thorough understanding of equipment design, code requirements and warehouse operations.

Then Steel King designs and produces a system specific to your operation, utilizing the most advanced manufacturing methods in the industry.

Total responsibility

Unlike systems assembled from multiple manufacturers, Steel King systems give you single-source responsibility. That's because only Steel King manufactures all critical components itself. From pallet rack to flow rack or push back units...from staircase and handrails to guard rails...every component is 100 percent compatible with the other. And if there ever is a problem, any place in the system, you'll get fast courteous response with just one call...

because Steel King takes full and total responsibility for every part in the system.
Steel King sets the standard

Since 1970, Steel King has been a leading manufacturer of industrial storage and material handling equipment, including pallet rack, shipping rack, containers and guard rails. Through innovation, superior design, expert manufacturing, and unsurpassed customer service, Steel King has built an industry-leading reputation for quality and reliability.

The in-house expertise to do the right job.

- Registered PE on staff
- 10 full-time CAD operators
- AWS Certified welders
- 1997 RMI Compliant
- One of the few rack manufacturers in the nation qualified as a licensed fabricator for LA County. Steel King production supervisors are licensed as inspectors to verify conformance to the toughest standards in the nation.
Your system may integrate:

- **SK2000 Pallet Rack** – The only all-tubular pallet rack, the revolutionary SK2000 is 250 percent more durable than standard open back roll-formed racks.

- **SK3000 Pallet Rack** – heavy duty structural channel frames and bolted connections for the heaviest loads and toughest environments.

- **SK3400 Pallet Flow** – Providing FIFO stock rotation, the SK3400 provides high-density storage combined with Steel King’s quality construction and features.

- **Carton Flow** – FIFO rotation of cartons, ideal for broken case pick systems.

- **SK3600 Push Back Rack** – Providing high-density storage up to five pallets per facing, the SK3600 combines high-density with selectivity for faster pick rates.

- **Multi-level Access** – Steel King provides second and third tier access for multi-level operations. Steel King manufactures staircase, handrails, kickplates, gate and provides all support structure, including decking.

- **Steel Guard Protective Railing** – heavy duty corrugated rails protect the vulnerable end of rack rows from fork truck impact damage. Great for protecting equipment and pedestrian traffic too.

- **Conveyors, slides, vertical conveyors and other flow equipment.**
Turnkey solutions with Steel King Pick Modules

Combining dynamic rack systems with conveyors or other flow components, Steel King pick modules provide enhanced productivity and meaningful cost savings for broken pallet or broken carton order-filling operations. When designed as a multi-level rack-supported system, the modules also provide superior space utilization. Pick modules allow dense storage of products, reduced material handling and the ability to fulfill multiple SKU customer shipments in a timely and accurate manner.

Steel King Pick Module Example

1. Push Back
2. Flow (Pallet Flow)
3. Carton Flow
4. Selective Rack
5. Rack-Supported Catwalk

Push Back can be used to replenish the pallet flow rails.
Selective rack can be used to replenish pallet flow or carton flow.
Meeting customers' needs...

“Rather than ask us to change our design or specifications to meet their equipment, Steel King committed right from the start to making our design work.”

~Jim Emme, Plant Manager
NOW Natural Foods
Bloomingdale, IL

“Unlike some suppliers who furnish flow components from one source and rack from another, Steel King custom manufactures the entire system, and therefore offers us total system responsibility. If there is any problem, I can just call Steel King.”

~Deirdre Chelius,
Ind. Engineering Manager
Generac Corporation
Whitewater, WI

STEEL KING
Make a secure decision with Steel King Engineered Systems

When you need the best material storage and handling system for your operation, only Steel King covers all the FACETS:

- Flexibility
- Accredited Engineering Department
- Commitment to Quality
- Experience. Since 1970, Steel King has been a leader in the material handling industry
- Total System Responsibility
- Satisfaction. Steel King is dedicated to our customer satisfaction

Your Steel King Distributor:

Steel King Industries Inc.
Corporate Headquarters
2700 Chamber Street
Stevens Point, WI 54481
Toll Free: 800-826-0203
Fax: 715-341-8792
e-mail: info@steelking.com
website: http://www.steelking.com
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